
Swapping a 20-year-old, 36-point rotary parlour for 8 Lely A5s has helped to step up 
efficiency towards a sustainable future in dairying for the Laird family and their 550 cow 
Blythbridge pedigree Holstein herd, based in Peeblesshire, Scotland.
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8 A5 with Lely Meteors
2 Juno
3 Discovery
5 Luna brushes
1 Calm 

A5 benefits at Blyth Farm

Rotary A5 robot
Labour  

(hours/week)

400

Total hours of which 32 hours per day in parlour, plus 

bedding and moving cows about, not including, AI, foot 

trimming and routine health work

116

Total hours including robot maintenance, plus 

bedding, AI, foot trimming and routine health 

work

Cow Numbers 590 550

Yield (kg/day) 34 (on 3 x milkings) 40 (averaging 3.1 milkings)

SCC 140 Mid 90s

Bactoscan 25 Single figures

Preg rate 19 27

“We used to employ a team of seven staff to milk three times a 
day, however it was becoming an increasing challenge to both 
attract and retain staff who also required accommodation,” 
says Colin Laird. “Nowadays, we are running the operation 
with just two full and one part time staff, which has enabled 
us to make substantial financial savings every year along with 
accommodation requirements; each person is also able to 
carry out proactive work including foot trimming, AI, fertility 
management and all herd health care. A smaller team also 
makes for easier management.”

Mr Laird’s concerns over staff recruitment are reflected in 
a 2021 Royal Association of British Dairy Farmers’ survey 
which studied trends over the last five years and concluded 
that 63% of producers struggled to recruit, whilst almost 80% 
of respondents said staff recruitment was a worrying issue. 
Almost 50% of respondents had employed foreign labour due to 
difficulty in recruiting from the domestic workforce, and going 
forward reliance on foreign labour was a real concern since 

access to any new foreign workers was restricted post Brexit.
Furthermore, he believes that poor public perception of the 
dairy sector is another major driver for staffing issues, whereas 
automation provides the opportunity to redress it images from 
a low to high sector opportunity.

Mr Laird continues: “We are also able to take better care of 
each individual cow, thanks to the massive amount of accurate 
data generated by the Horizon software programme. Both 
myself and our staff are able to check throughout the day from 
our phone Apps. Since the robots were installed, this data has 
helped increase the farm’s pregnancy rate by 8%; it’s currently 
standing at 27% against an NMR average of 13%.”  

He adds: “I firmly believe that however good your 
stockmanship, when herd size grows beyond 400 cows, it’s 
impossible to achieve the high level of consistency delivered 
by the robot during the milking process and within an 
automated shed.”
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